Introduction and Objectives

To understand the role of Technology in Education, Development, Communication and Nation building. To identify the extent to which media Engineers and researches distort our perceptions on Sustainable development.

To find out the impact of Social Science, Management Technical Advancements on the mind of general masses at grass root levels.

To understand different formats of the Population paradigm With Sustainable ecological environment implications on various issues for Global-environment.

To draw guidelines of Sustainable Development based on academic deliberations in Science, Global business management and Engineering Technologies and Engineering Technologies.

Theme & Sub-theme

- Women And Social Chat
- Role Of Women In Water Conservation
- Women And Sustain Environment
- Education And Empowerment
- Women In Media
- Women In Politics
- International Relations And Women Development
- Women Health And Government
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About Research Foundation Of India

Research Foundation of India is concerned with improving the educational process by encouraging scholarly inquiry related to education and evaluation and by promoting the dissemination and practical application of research results. Since 2004 RFI was working with higher education foundation for social work, since 2010 Research foundation of India is working for research and development for higher education. This foundation was known by the foundation for research and development, were found by the Dr. S.K. Jain in 1986 with four person member. We conduct in-house activities such as Workshops, Training Programs, Conferences etc. and engage also in outreach activities such as Publications of journals, books etc. RFI more than 20,000 members are faculty, researchers, graduate students, and other distinguished professionals with rich and diverse expertise in education research.

About DAVV Unniversity

Devi Ahilya Vishwavidyalaya (DAVV), formerly University of Indore, is a premier University in Central India, has completed 54 years of establishment, educational commitment and services. It is the First State University of Madhya Pradesh which has been accredited with “A” grade by NAAC. It was established in 1967, by an Act of Legislative of Madhya Pradesh. DAVV is an affiliating State University whose jurisdiction includes seven tribal dominated districts of Indore division. It is catering to the educational needs on one hand to the most important developed district of MP, Indore and on the other hand in the tribal and rural backward districts of the state. The University serves around 3,90,000 students every year through well qualified human resources, with diversified course structure, inter-disciplinary research and value-based education. The University is committed to following vision and mission which has been derived from its motto “Bhoonon Yonah Prachodyat” (Vision). Enforce a premier higher learning institution by creating, advancing and disseminating knowledge with collective wisdom, through value imbued holistic education for peaceful, sustainable and humane society. Mission: Educating and empowering the learners to realize their potential through righteous blending of knowledge, skills, and values for serving the society.

About The Conference

The conference shall be graced by leading academicians, industry corporate and eminent researchers/scholars from across the nation to have productive discussion on interlinked domain. The common platform filled up with latest information gives learning opportunities to all the participants.

Structure of the Conference

Day 1 Registration, Inaugural Session, Keynote Address, Invited Lectures by Eminent Professionals, 3 Theme Sessions of paper Presentations with Pecha Kucha format (20 slides - 20 seconds per slide).
Day 2 Invited Lectures by Eminent Professionals, Two Theme Sessions of paper presentations with Pecha Kucha format (20 slides - 20 seconds per Slide), Workshop Session On Innovative Practices followed by Valedictory Session.

Accommodation

For delegates coming to Indore, all efforts will be made to accommodate them in the reserved guest house / hotels. Normal payment for conference period. Generally, rooms will be on twin sharing basis. Persons desiring accommodation are requested to send their request well in advance. An extra payment of Rs. 1200/- per person per day, for this purpose is necessary.